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Engineered for exceptional reliability, carefree customer experience
When you use HP Halo Telepresence Solutions, it's easy to take for granted the incredible
technology at your disposal. And, that's how it should be. You enjoy world-class telepresence
that is walk-in ready and totally reliable. All you do is click a mouse to start an immersive
collaboration experience.
n HP Halo Collaboration Center—Four Seater

You are supported 24x7 by the Halo Managed Services
support team, which assures an optimal telepresence
session with every connection.

Remote monitoring by
dedicated professionals
An outstanding experience is possible, in part, because Halo
Telepresence Solutions are engineered for remote maintenance
and monitoring by dedicated HP professionals. Remote
monitoring is an unobtrusive and cost-effective way to make
sure each component of your Halo solution functions properly.
Trained experts check cameras and lighting for alignment,
calibrate your Halo components and provide speedy resolution
of any issue that may arise—before it affects a meeting.

HP maintains your equipment
Halo Telepresence Solutions are designed with ease of
use in mind. HP's view is that maintenance shouldn't be a
concern of the customer, and it shouldn't disrupt your work.
Halo is designed for minimal maintenance that, in the vast
majority of cases, can be performed remotely over the Halo
Video Exchange Network (HVEN). Our experts perform all
maintenance, so your IT staff can focus on core IT issues.
Using HP's best-in-class OpenView management software,
dedicated HP professionals monitor the performance of all
Halo components. This includes the HVEN—its circuits, hubs,
routers and switches—as well as critical software processes.
Key studio devices, including servers, cameras and CODECs,
are monitored to identify and correct operating issues. This
monitoring is automated and performed on a continuous
basis. Performance metrics indicate when an action may be
necessary, and any intervention occurs while the room is
idle to avoid any interruption of your productivity.

Going a step further with
proactive checks
Above and beyond automated remote monitoring, HP
professionals perform ongoing proactive checks to fine-tune
your Halo environment. These checks, however, rely more
on human expertise. They're designed to detect less obvious
conditions: a slight misalignment of a camera that affects eye
contact or skin tones, for example. Proactive checks add a
human touch that reflects the experience and know-how of HP
experts. These checks are performed from a central location
and are scheduled during times when Halo is not in use.
Calibrations
All key components of any Halo studio are calibrated to
assure consistent, high-level performance. Microphones and
speakers are fine-tuned for volume and clarity. Cameras are
adjusted for color, sharpness and view alignment. Finally,
the integration of all the components is optimized for overall
fluidity and synchronization.
Fast resolution and repair
The true test of customer support is how a company responds
when something doesn't work perfectly. Halo customer support
includes four tiers of HP professionals ready to assist you and
quickly resolve any issue that may arise.
n Concierge Support fields service calls, resolves routine issues

or engages another level of support when necessary.
n Operations management resolves issues remotely, recalibrates

n HP Halo Collaboration Studio

No hidden charges, one point of contact
All of the expertise that keeps your Halo solution working at peak
performance is included in our monthly service fee. There are
no hidden charges. A small army of product technicians is at
your beck and call—and our customer support team members
understand how Halo is engineered. One call to your Halo
program manager puts it all in motion.

Halo components and repairs HVEN difficulties.
n Field service engineers, network specialists, security

experts and software services personnel deal with complex
problems and issues that require on-site intervention.
n Product engineers and R&D personnel handle issues regarding

the HVEN and in-room equipment, often analyzing the root
cause and resolving an issue globally.

To learn more, visit www.hp.com/halo
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